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Stepping up on the Ladder of Truth – The Real Cosmic Clock is Ready to Turn
Get ready, for “Life as we know it” is very soon to get a whole lot more real. We are completing no less
than six cosmic cycles at present. This includes a three‐phase energy circuit powerfully aligned to forever
change the planet and all of its inhabitants. And if that’s not enough to get your attention, a sweeping,
generalized change in the so‐called ever‐expanding universe is already in the process of pausing to begin a
billion year contraction phase marking the turning point of not one but two different levels of expansion‐
contraction cycles that will activate and enliven all life in the entire Milky Way Galaxy. Try as you may in
disbelief as to how far‐fetched it all sounds, just remember this: real truth is hard to accept.
We were told of these events long ago and it is now time for truth to unfold. Gaia, Earth, and the whole
Galaxy is going to evolve and nothing will stop purposeful evolution from taking place within the cosmic
order – and yes, in the Cosmos there is order, there is balance, there is…God. The final timing of the
confluence of these alignments and forces of energy in direction correlate directly to the coming change so
often cited by AbundantHope such as the Wave and the coming Three Days of Darkness, a period of
initiation that begins the great transition. No one is given to know exactly when it will transpire for it could
even start with the appearance of a fleet of craft in the skies. In any event, step up on the ladder of truth
and get some now for this is what you came here to witness and be part of.
Doubt not, the shift is imminent. These are the final days of going into a great age of understanding Cosmic
Consciousness. It’s an age of passion and desire to commune with spiritual reality simultaneously with the
urge to penetrate and understand cosmic reality – the Creation. It is essential that our cosmic philosophy
quickly accelerate now to accommodate an increased power and ability for human thought [104:3.2];
Choose to do the work or not; you can do worse than to perceive and inter‐relate spiritual insight,
philosophy, and science. “The more you can become illumined with Cosmic Consciousness the more you
will find yourself using God's Mind as YOUR Mind‐‐and God's hands as YOUR hands.” –Walter Russell
Now that the Mayan Calendar media frenzy has quelled you might begin to realize that we are beyond
calendars at this point. It's a wondrous thing that ancient civilizations even tracked the cosmic clock. The
Hindus tried as did the Hopi, Mayan, and Egyptian, Sumerian etc. Prior Earth changes – the pole shifts,
reversals, floods, quakes, and celestial interference were all cause to effect orbital and planetary re‐
position changes thus requiring several iterations of calendars. Ancient knowledge lost to time. Time is not
as linear as in our records and dates will vary according to whether corrections to necessary adjustments
have been made. The future can only be a view from the present. Use you cosmic common sense to know
that celestial motions govern time; that all celestial motion is under Deity overcontrol. At the end of the
day we must always be revising the real view of cosmic cycles by the bestowals that happen over time. By
revelation and adjustment can we know real‐time, how the dynamic, real transition will unfold. You can
get this through your head, the truth of it, for real.
One reason to reckon with the Creation is to understand and strengthen the force of your own energy
radiance – your Cosmic Consciousness – from which your power of Love and Wisdom emanate. It’s your
fueled power to create. In this final Part III the highest and longest of the endless cycles of the Divine Plan
are studied further, the Central Universe Cycle orbit and within it, the cycle of Space Respiration otherwise
known as the Paradise Cycle, the cycle and meaning of the Four Corners of Creation, and the highest of all
cycles yet discovered. There is no official name for it yet but based on its continuing pattern, I am given to
call this highest cycle the Seed of Life for that is exactly what it represents.
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Rekindling Ancient Knowledge
The highest cycles of the Central Universe and Space Respiration are explored as wheels, cosmic breaths,
and the spokes within wheels. The study was anchored on the backdrop of the birth of a nebula throughout
its long cycle up to and beyond the formation and final birthing of the Nebadon star cloud – our local
universe. In the going, the working tools of creation, Walter Russell’s Cube‐Sphere are studied in order to
gain insight into the repeated observation of the 8‐star/Four Corners pattern and its role in cycle
activations. Many discoveries and realizations were brought together. Here are some highlights:
1. The Minor Cycle (Urantia‐Nebadon) is at the SE corner of its orbit as is the Major Cycle (Nebadon‐
Orvonton) also at the SE corner of its orbit. Both are now lined up along the SE compass direction
of the Central Universe Orbit (Orvonton‐Havona). The SE compass point is special; a primary force
of energy, a four corners energy lane of activation that extends from Paradise center and repeats
out across the creation. It is a pivot‐boundary confirmed by the highest of all cycles seen – the
cycle of birth of Nebadon traced over a 900 billion year period.
2. A further look at the four corners of the 8‐star pattern reveals that it is four magnetic poles and
more. This geometric pattern‐shape is part of an energy grid of activation lines. Examples of
patterned energy from source are given, some of which stabilize and control while others activate
life…and they move in balance to the heartbeat of space respiration motion.
3. Examples of Walter Russell’s work is shown by example of the Wave Geometry of Space relating it
to the Unqualified Absolute that appears in The Urantia Book as one of the Three Absolutes to help
give insight into cosmic laws such as cause and effect, rhythm, balance, equilibrium, the origin of
spin, and what is at the center of every creation in the universe of universes.
4. Events and dates throughout the creation of a nebula were correlated six ways. First is the three
cycle‐orbits relative to each other. Then, the space respiration energy pattern of 12 folded within
the Central Universe cycle. Zones of influence between the four corners are identified and
evaluated using the working tools of creation to gain further insight to the many patterns of
evolution. Each respiration phase‐cycle was studied separately to see just how these influences
unfold in time. There is no doubt about it; we are at that mid‐point now. All nebula events
occurred directly on a mid‐point and events that happened on a four corners mid‐point were of
distinct significance. Of even more significance is the highest pattern observed: The Seed of Life.
5. The Creation is a living organism; it breaths, as a body with heart and lungs. It has a neural system
of power‐circuits and an arterial‐veinal system that delivers life‐pulsing energy. Just see & scale
how all life organisms are the same e.g., we breathe roughly 12 times per minute in a 24 hour
period. The two billion year space respiration – the Paradise Cycle of in‐breath and out‐breath –
completes 12 times in a complete Central Universe cycle‐orbit period of 24 billion years. Human
gestation takes about 9 months while the birth of a nebula takes about 900 billion years. The
Creation has only breathed three times in the last six billion years…etc.
All work and input by others was tested and benchmarked for consistency and accuracy to The Urantia
Book and Phoenix Journals. Nothing happens by itself; from the V8 engine of your mind‐spirits do you ever
allow your spirit‐mind to grow. Always allow spiritual assistance to work with you in doing the work of
desire to feed your mind‐spirits… and let your spirit‐mind grow your wondrous celestial body 12 ways.
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The Central Universe Cycle‐Orbit
Just as the planets in our solar system revolve with known accuracy around the sun, so too does Orvonton
– the entire Milky Way galaxy – revolve around Havona, the Central Universe. The Central Universe exists
in and from eternity; a never‐beginning, never‐ending creation of divine perfection that surrounds the
geographic center of infinite – Paradise Isle – the master pattern of the Creation.
The cycle‐orbit sequences around the central universe are not explicitly mentioned in The Urantia Book
although we know we are at the southeast bend of the cycle. The expansion and contraction phases of
Space Respiration are mentioned in The Urantia Book yet the timing, the significance, and details of it are
vague. Finally, the importance of spiritual, mindal, and physical energy patterns are hinted at but no
examples are given. Nevertheless these things are discoverable by inference, correlation, and simple
association as this discourse will reveal as we go along to hopefully bring some wholeness in knowing to
experience the workings of the creator‐creation relationship.
We start with observations revealed by the distance traveled from the birth of the sun to its present
position. The following illustrations aid in understanding the relative positions of the superuniverses, the
Minor Cycle Orbit and its position in the Great Cycle Orbit around the Milky Way center of Orvonton:

1. The Central Universe Circuit Completes Every 24 Billion Years
We know the birth of the sun occurred six billion years ago. At that time its Central Universe position was
at the SW compass corner as it began its Minor Cycle Orbit within the Great Cycle Orbit around Orvonton.
It took three billion years to reach the south compass point and another three billion years to reach the SE
compass point where we are today. Thus in six billion years Orvonton has completed one quarter of the
full encirclement around Havona. Extrapolating this to a full cycle‐orbit gives us a circuit of 24 billion years.
Note that in the same six billion year period the sun was busy forming our solar system of today known as
Monmatia and has since completed 30 Great Cycle Orbits around Orvonton. For more info on the Minor
Cycle Orbit and completion of 30 Great Cycle Orbits, see:
http://abundanthope.net/artman2/uploads/1/Milky_Way_Cycles_and_History_of_Urantia_1.pdf
http://abundanthope.net/artman2/uploads/1/Completion_of_30_Great_Cycle_Orbits_‐_Part_II.pdf

15:1.5.Today, the solar system to which Urantia
belongs is a few billion years past the swing around
the southern curvature so that you are just now
advancing beyond the southeastern bend and are
moving swiftly through the long and comparatively
straightaway northern path.
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2. Three Cosmic Cycles in Alignment: Looking Thru Milky Way Center Towards Paradise
Urantia is at the SE corner point of its Minor Cycle Orbit around Alcyone AND also at the SE compass corner
of the Great Cycle Orbit around Orvonton. Thus we are concurrently in: (1) the Lighted Age of the Minor
Cycle Orbit, (2) in the major evolutionary SE corner point of Great Cycle Orbit and (3) the entire super‐
Galaxy of Orvonton is currently at the SE compass point of orbit in the Central Universe orbit around
Havona. This directional alignment of similar relative SE corner positions happens once in 24 billion years, a
most curious coincidence indeed. These facts are confirmed in two statements from The Urantia Book:

32:2.12.The universe of Nebadon now swings far to the
south and east in the superuniverse circuit of Orvonton.

15:3.3.When the angle of observation
is propitious, gazing through the main
body of this realm of maximum density
[Milky Way Center], you are looking
toward the residential [Central]
universe and the center of all things
[Paradise Isle].

3. We are in the Lines of Tremendous Energies – a Repeating Pattern Emerges

41:2.8. Urantia is in the lines of tremendous energies [SE center line], a small planet in the circuit of enormous
masses [3 cycles aligned], and the local controllers sometimes employ enormous numbers of their order in an
effort to equalize these lines of energy.
116:7.1.This physical universe is permeated by energy lanes which effectively activate material creation… The
vast universe is not without those co‐ordinating centers of magnificent overcontrol which might be compared
to the delicate chemical‐control system of the human mechanism.
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4. The 8‐Star Pattern within the Cube‐Sphere of Creation
Seeing the so‐called 8‐star pattern in all three cosmic cycles and the significant four evolutionary corner
points led to the idea that these four corner points are likely what The Urantia Book refers to as energy
lanes that effectively activate material creation [42:1.8]. Moreover, it dawned that in 3D, the pattern of
the four corners are key axis/equator lines in Walter Russell’s Wave Geometry of Space, where the “Cube
and the Sphere are the sole working tools of creation” (PJ#37, p95).
The following are references to the Four Magnetic Poles as Four Primary Forces. Quoting Violinio Germain
who was the source of Walter’s visions – from Phoenix Journal #37, “Science of the Cosmos”:
Page 28: [Science] has not discovered that there are four pairs of gravity poles on each gravity bar instead of
only one pair at its ends… These four focal pairs are located on each side of its centering zero, the square of
the distance from each other.

Walter Russell from “A New Concept of the Universe”:
http://abundanthope.net/artman2/uploads/1/The_New_Concept.pdf
Page 45: Every orbit is balanced and controlled by four magnetic poles, not two. It has not yet been known
that there are four magnetic poles, but a three‐dimensional cube‐sphere universe would be impossible with
only the two north‐south poles
Page 9: These are the important things which might now be known if Kepler's discovery had divulged the facts
of geometric symmetry and dual curvature within the wave [aka Torus] field. His law of elliptical orbits
evidences that he was on the verge of discovering that four‐‐not two‐‐magnetic poles control the dual
opposed balance of this two‐way universe. With but two magnetic poles a three‐dimensional radial universe
of time intervals and sequences would be impossible. A balanced universe must have two poles to control
centripetal, genero‐active [contractive‐inward] force, and two compensating poles to control centrifugal,
radioactive [expansive‐outward] force.

5. Activating Energy Lanes or Directional Control … or Both?
The subject of universal magnetic poles and directional control appearing at all cosmic levels in the 8‐
star/Cube within Sphere model is made even more interesting by the presence of the Power Control
Creatures mentioned in The Urantia Book, Paper 34 – The Local Universe Mother Spirit:
34:4.12.But it was of Salvington that John … also envisaged the directional control creatures of the local
universe, the living compasses of the headquarters world. This directional control in Nebadon is maintained by
the four control creatures of Salvington, who operate over the universe currents and are ably assisted by the
first functioning mind‐spirit, the adjutant of intuition, the spirit of "quick understanding." But the description
of these four creatures—called beasts—has been sadly marred; they are of unparalleled beauty and exquisite
form.
34:4.13.The four points of the compass are universal and inherent in the life of Nebadon. All living creatures
possess bodily units which are sensitive and responsive to these directional currents. These creature creations
are duplicated on down through the universe to the individual planets and, in conjunction with the magnetic
forces of the worlds, so activate the hosts of microscopic bodies in the animal organism that these direction
cells ever point north and south. Thus is the sense of orientation forever fixed in the living beings of the
universe. This sense is not wholly wanting as a conscious possession by mankind. These bodies were first
observed on Urantia about the time of this narration.
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6. The 8‐Star Pattern in Religion, Art, and Ancient Megalithic Structures
Following the line of thinking on directional control and the notion of Power Control Creatures in the above
references, further notice of the 8‐star pattern and other patterns (such as even the AH 8‐star logo) were
noted going into the study of space respiration. Numerous references to “the four corners” in religious
texts and in other context such as “the four corners of creation” are known to exist.

Above: The Four Magnetic Poles, the “Four Corners” embedded in religious art and around
Egyptian and Aztec calendars, the Aztec often confused with the Mayan calendar. Notice the 8‐
star pattern; the Four Primary Forces are magnetic poles existing IN ADDITION TO the four
compass directions in all centered beings, spheres, and universes; this pattern sources from the
center of the zone of infinity, Paradise Isle, a pattern repeated throughout the Creation. Its
meaning has been lost through the ages in both science and religion and further confused by
new‐age metaphysical science and religion, as a practice of effect without cause.

7. Recent Crop Circles
In recent times over 5,000 known crop circles have been planted in grain fields by an unknown source
“disclosing” various symbols in such precision and without any trace or reason of human creation. Over
time, these symbols have come in sequence, like building blocks of language and artwork that invoke in us
a sense of wonderment, higher meaning, and perhaps even as messages given of things to come. Members
of AbundantHope recently observed three notable crop circles that appeared over the last several months:

September 23, 2012 – Mexico

October 14, 2012 – U.K.

November 23, 2012 – Australia

Pervaded Space is now contracting…Unpervaded space is expanding…the Seed of Life Cycle is complete.
These “states of space”, the meaning of these crop circles and how they help confirm the discoveries made
in these series of papers this will be made clearer throughout as we go along. Keep going…
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A Correlation Study of the Endless Cycles of the Divine Plan – Part III
The primary goal of this study started with understanding the four corners of the 8‐star pattern relative to
the cycle‐orbits and the Paradise Cycle. This led to several other discoveries. The first step was to create a
visual map of the Central Universe cycle‐orbit of 24 billion years inlaid with the two billion yearlong
Paradise Cycle of respiration. Celestial events recorded during the birth of a universe from The Urantia
Book, Paper 57 – The Origin of Urantia were then calculated and placed on the map to show orbital
position relative to the four corners of the 8‐star pattern. Walter Russell’s Wave Geometry and working
tools of creation were also applied along the way revealing more than was bargained for.
In reading the charts below, the Paradise Cycle of respiration is marked “E” where expansion begins and
“C” where contraction (compression) begins. There are 12 Paradise Cycles of respiration in one Central
Universe cycle‐orbit of 24 billion years. Paradise Cycle figures come from The Urantia Book:
11:6.4.The cycles of space respiration extend in each phase for a little more than one billion Urantia years.
During one phase the universes expand; during the next they contract. Pervaded [ “activated” ] space is now
approaching the mid‐point of the expanding phase, while unpervaded space [the “Void”] nears the mid‐point
of the contracting phase, and we are informed that the outermost limits of both space extensions are,
theoretically, now approximately equidistant from Paradise.
11:6.5.For a billion years of Urantia time the space reservoirs contract while the master universe and the force
activities of all horizontal space expand. It thus requires a little over two billion Urantia years to complete the
entire expansion‐contraction cycle.

To clear up any confusion of timing, we are now at the mid‐point/end of an expansion phase beginning a
contraction phase. All nebula events happened on these turning points of the Paradise Cycle of respiration
as calculated from the present day contraction point. The last time the Paradise Cycle changed direction
was one billion years ago, at the actual beginning of Urantia history [57:8.1]:
PJ#21, p150. At this point in what we
refer to as linear time, you are very close
to the middle of the cycle, soon to reach
the exact mid‐point between the out‐
breath and the in‐breath of God. The
universe began to reach this mid‐point
when
unicellular
organisms
were
emerging on the Earth; the exact mid‐
point is at hand but not yet fully
attained…this event lies just before you in
linear time. – Christ Michael ATON
11:7.1. If one "looked" directly up from
the upper surface of Paradise, one would
"see" nothing but unpervaded space going
out or coming in, just now coming in. [this
little mentioning goes largely unnoticed; it
marks the beginning of the contractive
phase of the Paradise Cycle].
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A Closer Look at Space Respiration during the Birthing of Nebadon
In the following illustration, each nebula event from the earliest days of the Andronover Nebula 987 billion
years ago to the present is represented on the master wheel according to orbital position on the wheel. As
the nebula develops, Orvonton continues its swing around the Central Universe. Thus, from the time of
nebula initiation 875 billion years ago, Orvonton has completed some 36 ½ encirclements around the
Central Universe. Although the process of creation is long to birth a universe, the same process, from point
of initiation to completion is similar on all differing scales whether it is the birth of a sun, planet, embryo or
any other cosmic level. Refer to the following Exhibit A as needed.

Exhibit A
A Cosmic Absolute Reality: The Cube‐Sphere and the Unqualified Absolute
42:2.4.The phenomena indigenous to the nether side of Paradise[the lower hemisphere] probably embrace three
zones of absolute force presence and performance: the fulcral zone of the Unqualified Absolute [Zero Centered
Stillness], the zone of the Isle of Paradise itself [an ellipsoid Sphere], and the intervening zone of certain
unidentified equalizing and compensating agencies or functions [The Cube]. These tri‐concentric zones are the
centrum of the Paradise cycle of cosmic reality.

Notes on Exhibit A:
1) Events older than 10 billion years ago appear in shaded text boxes.
2) Some events share the same orbital position e.g. 12 is 300/900 billion years ago.
3) At each turning point of the Paradise Cycle posted events are either beginning or ending.
4) Expansion “E” events older than 24 billion years ago are shown inside the Wheel;
5) The Four Corners (red lines) demonstrate major turning points of evolutionary transformation.
6) From nebula initiation, 8 Expansion events are represented as compared with 15 Contraction events.
7) Refer to The Urantia Book Paper 57 – The Origin of Urantia for detailed description of each event.
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While You Were Sleeping‐Breathing: The Working Tools of Creation in Action
A complete recital of nebula events from The Urantia Book is covered in a separate writing. The intent here
is simply to show by example the discovery that all nebula events in Paper 57 occurred at space respiration
mid‐points, on the changing from in‐breath to out‐breath and vice‐versa. During the unfolding of each
nebula event, the “Sole Working Tools of Creation” are shown in part simultaneously to further
demonstrate various influences such as the four corners as part of that building‐block process.
It began 987 billion years ago…refer to Exhibit A as needed. At this time the contractive phase of the
Paradise Cycle was ending; it was at the mid‐point to go into an expansion phase era. Orvonton’s location
in space was at the southern point in the Central Universe cycle‐orbit in the southern zone of compression
marked between the SW and SE corners.
57:1.3. 987,000,000,000 years ago associate force organizer and then acting inspector number 811,307 of the
Orvonton series, traveling out from Uversa, reported to the Ancients of Days that space conditions were
favorable for the initiation of materialization phenomena in a certain sector of the, then, easterly Orvonton.

Paradise Force Organizers (PFOs) are Father‐Source’s nebulae creators in the Unqualified Absolute; these
living energy beings initiate and manipulate early emergent, pure spiral wave‐energy (infraultimatonic rays,
or segregata), the earliest form of space‐potency in space, the cyclones of energy‐force which later become
gravity‐responsive during materialization – when ultimatons or ultimata are transmuted into matter, an
energy form known as gravita – the Mother‐Sphere. Many builders (the Seven Absolutes) work in
Triunities to fashion the Cubes in space: a framework/grid of static space energy‐lines that encase the local‐
linear gravity and dimensional‐directional control of the Sphere that formed into Nebadon billions of years
later. All Cubes are manifestations of the pattern of the Isle of Paradise.
The Associate PFO is a planner and indicates that conditions and timing are good to start a nebula. The PFO
would have had to figure how long it would take for the pre‐emergent energies to form, how long it would
take to initiate etc. all the while factoring in estimates of future cycle‐orbit alignment to the endless cycle
of progressive evolution via activation (Four Corner) along energy lines in space. Estimates were made
from the eastern orbital location of Orvonton to determine orbital positions into the future.
Meanwhile, primordial space‐potency energies within the Unqualified Absolute were being readied by the
Master PFO. The Associate PFO needs to plan how much 3D space is needed for the Wave Field bounded by
the Cube which later defines the Sphere‐Wave, the Torus that will eventually encase the creation events
that will become the star cloud of Nebadon. For that a focal point is needed, an exact point in space – an
existing/pending black/white hole – a void into the infinite – from which to center the Cube.
PJ#37, p54: As every physicist knows, a wave is a hollow sphere of light surrounding a zero cold emptiness. In other
words, it is all hole. The supreme effort of nature is to fill that hole and produce solid spheres of intense heat. The
reverse process then takes place by oblating the spheres and allowing holes to again grow until they have dissipated
all of the heat to become as fully empty as they were in the beginning. That is what waves are for. They divide the
undivided, static cold into a hot dynamic universe of motion, a three‐dimensional universe from a non‐dimensional
one. This they do by developing a compression force which shortens long, cold invisible rays into short visible rays.
Waves also create an expansion force which unwinds the hot solid spheres into cold empty ones. Nature winds them
(compressing) centripetally and conically, and unwinds (expands) them centrifugally in one equatorial plane which is at
an angle of ninety degrees from their conical axes.
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During the next 112 billion years the fixed, static, space‐energies of Father‐Source desire concealed in the
Unqualified Absolute began; the second triunity is the architect of the space stage whereon these
transactions unfold. It determines the patterns of cosmic configuration [104:4.14] and the fourth triunity
controls the fundamental units of cosmic energy and releases them from the grasp of the Unqualified
Absolute [104:4.27]. The patterned space‐energies would have begun to look something like this:

Invisible Phase

Creation consists only of light‐waves. The Cube universe is an
at‐rest‐stillness of space‐energies released from the grasp of
the Unqualified Absolute. The 3 inner and 6 outer mirrored
planes of zero curvature house the Primary Sphere of the
nebula. The CUBE first expands and evacuates its volume of
space into the black hole vacuum creating an equilibrium axis
line (C‐C) – the event horizon – per the gravity belt of Paradise.
The black hole radiates outward from within to the stillness of
the Cube boundaries. An energy‐grid of various axis lines
bounces light‐waves forming initial rings to the eventual
containment size and finally into a sphere conforming to wave
axis line boundaries. This becomes the infrastructure for the
electro‐magnetic gravity field within and around the spinning
light‐sphere which compresses in while expanding the nebula
until it later oblates outward and births the suns that become
the Sphere‐Cloud of Nebadon.
(A). Cube energy lines of stillness give a structural
spaceframe and divides the cube of 6 outer planes and 3
inner planes at right angles. The four corners of the cube
further divide the frame into six geometric square
pyramids (B‐B). The intersecting lines form the matrix of
control by the Unqualified Absolute (God as Universal
Controller) static universe from centerpoint stillness to
the cube boundaries.

Exhibit B

(B). The upper and lower (N‐S) geometric pyramids act to
contain the spiral light‐waves of compression that will be
initiated outward from within the centered void‐vacuum.
These electric whirls generate energy from the cold of
space and heat it by compressing invisible light‐waves into
visible light rings. This causes/creates radiant spiral light‐
wave energy whirls to thrust inward from the E‐W
equatorial plane. (C). Light‐waves form Cones bounded by
the CUBE.
(D). The four east‐west Pyramids (BB) contain the light‐
wave spiral Cones that revolve around the axis‐equators of the nebula thus
produced—causing "magnetic fields" of gravity – one pole along the N‐S axis, one
pole on the E‐W axis, plus poles on NW‐SE & NE‐SW axis’.

Effectively, four “zones” are created separated by the four corners: The N‐S gravity zones
contractive‐compressive; the revolving E‐W gravity zones expansive‐radiating.
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Paradise Cycle of Respiration: Phases within ZONES – A Repeating Pattern
A breakthrough discovery on (D) above was significant to the 8‐star pattern as it pertains to the phases of
the two billion year Paradise Cycle of respiration and to nebula events. While it is known that the Paradise
Cycle itself consists of two phases – one billion years expanding and one billion years contracting – it is not
well known that the four corners, the NE‐SW, and SE‐NW axis’ are also magnetic poles. Yet, they are more
than that; they are also demarcation energy lanes separating these wider level zones of contraction‐
compression and expansion‐radiating influences. This is shown below in the following sections starting
with the beginning energy whirl of the nebula; it equally applies as a Paradise Pattern to the orbit‐cycle
around the central universe of Havona and this patterning of the four corners as magnetic poles that divide
zones of contraction and expansion in fact repeats all across the Creation:

Effectively, four “zones” are created separated
by the four corners: North‐South gravity zones
are contractive‐compressive; the revolving
East‐West gravity zones are expansive‐
radiating. These zones influence each nebula
event as each Paradise Cycle of respiration
occurs. The point in‐between the zones is the
“null” interval of non‐time.

Initiation of the Nebula: Born from an Expansion Phase within an Expansion Zone
From the decision to implement (NW Corner) 900 billion years ago Orvonton had encircled Havona another
1 and 1/24 times. It was now 875 billion years ago and the Paradise Cycle was approaching the turning
point from contraction to the expansion phase (Exhibit A and above). Orvonton was a billion years into the
Havona expansion zone between the NW and SW corners; conditions and timing were right for the
initiation of the nebula. The optimal point took place in that window of time for the compression of an
energy whirl is born from expansion; and the Cube radiating, released from the Unqualified Absolute zone
of stillness was ready for the God of Action implement of the Father‐Mother (Son) forces.
57:1.6. 875,000,000,000 years ago the enormous Andronover nebula #876,926 was duly initiated. Only the presence of
the force organizer and the liaison staff was required to inaugurate the energy whirl which eventually grew into this vast
cyclone of space. Subsequent to the initiation … the living force organizers withdraw at right angles [Unpervaded Space]

Initially the nebula is an energy whirl of primordial energy within the Cube that emanates from the zero
cold center point of emptiness/stillness in equilibrium. It happens by two (2) Father‐Mother spiral light‐
waves compressing inward opposing each other at the center until their electric light polarities meet
accordingly as illustrated in the above diagrams A thru D, as well as in the following illustrations.
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The 6th and Final Turn: the Seed of Life Cycle & Four Corners of Creation
The Energy Whirl of the Nebula Begins…
The nebula is bounded by the six sides of its Cube with its own equatorial plane. Father‐
Source Mind initiates by thinking electric Light‐Waves into existence which revolve in spiral
fashion around the zero stillness. Father‐Spiral turns clockwise; Mother‐Spiral turns counter‐
clockwise. Emanating from the center equilibrium point of stillness they each compress
inward while at the same time expanding, radiating outward.
PJ#35, p35: The spiritual [Mind] always centers and controls the physical. The eternal
invisible white Light balances and dominates the transient visible spectrum‐divided light.
42:0.2. this personal control of manifested power and circulating energy is modified by the
co‐ordinate acts and decisions of the Eternal [Mother] Son, as well as by the united purposes
of the [Mother] Son and the Father executed by the Conjoint Actor. [Paradise Trinity
“Functions” as the ONLY Deity that “embraces” Infinity – 0:12.2].

A division into pairs always has an equilibrium equator of stillness and there must be opposing, balanced
conditions (+/‐ Polarity) to create spin (motion) and gravitation. The cube of zero curvature supplies that
balancing equator. Waves are formed by the compression of these two extending lights meeting each other
and overlapping in that effect which science calls "interferences".
Spin Begets Gravitation; Motion Compresses Gas Towards Matter Radiating Outward to Appearance
At this point 800 billion years ago Orvonton had encircled 3 and 1/8 more times and was at position 8 in
the Havona expansion zone; Respiration was ending a “well established” nebula expansion phase and
turning to contraction yet, materializations were not yet visible. Additional note: Orvonton at position 8
correlates to 19.47 degrees south latitude. This will be covered later in the Wave Geometry of the Void.
Primary Nebula Begins as a Circular Gas Cloud (#8, Exhibit A)
57:2.2. 800,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover creation was well established as one of
the magnificent primary nebulae of Orvonton. As the astronomers of near‐by universes
looked out upon this phenomenon of space, they saw very little to attract their attention.
Gravity estimates made in adjacent creations indicated that space materializations were
taking place in the Andronover regions, but that was all.
42:1.5.The creation of energy and the bestowal of life are the prerogatives of the Universal
Father and his associate Creator personalities. The river of energy and life is a continuous
outpouring from the Deities, the universal and united stream of Paradise force going forth to
all space. This divine energy pervades all creation. The force organizers initiate those
changes and institute those modifications of space‐force which eventuate in energy; the
power directors transmute energy into matter; thus the material worlds are born.

At 700 billion years ago Orvonton had encircled 4 and 1/6 more times and was now at position 4 in the
Havona compression zone; respiration was ending an expansion phase in which the maximum nebula
Sphere diameter reached its Cube limit as it turned to contraction phase while also in a compression zone,
thus in dual contraction‐contraction mode. The Sphere was now condensing and contracting:
Primary Nebula Reaches Maximum Diameter (#4, Exhibit A)
57:2.3. 700,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover system was assuming gigantic
proportions, and … was so rapidly evolving. At this distant date all of the material
bequeathed to the subsequent creations was held within the confines of this gigantic space
wheel, which continued ever to whirl and, after reaching its maximum of diameter, to whirl
faster and faster as it continued to condense and contract.
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The Completion of 30 Great Cycle Orbits – Part III
The 6th and Final Turn: the Seed of Life Cycle & Four Corners of Creation
Having reached its maximum diameter within the Sphere‐Cube that would become Nebadon, the nebula
continued on its orbit around Orvonton for the next 100 billion years. In the going, Orvonton continued its
orbit too around the central universe; it had encircled the central universe 4 and 1/6 more times which
means that it went through exactly 50 Paradise Cycles of respiration while passing through each 6 billion
year expansion/contraction zone of the four corners 12 times. And all the while it was whirling faster and
faster as it continued contracting, increasing its mass as it further condensed its primordial energy in
gaseous state towards materialization, finally taking on an ellipsoid‐sphere shape.

Primary Nebula Ultimatonic Energy Transformation at SE Corner – the Secondary Spiral Phase
At this point in the nebula birth cycle we arrive at the exact location where Urantia/Orvonton is at the
present time as shown in Exhibit A. Since position #4 100 billion years earlier, the nebula was now at the SE
corner in the Havona cycle – where we are now. The Paradise Cycle expansion phase was at the mid‐point
and beginning the contractive phase and at the big turning point. The significance of this point on the SE
corner cannot be understated for history records events happening on the so‐called four corners that
involve increasingly larger transformations for each orbit‐cycle: Minor cycles affect the planetary level,
Great cycles affect local universes, and Central Universe cycles affect entire galaxies such as Orvonton. The
significance of being at the SE corner was the triggering of nebula metamorphosis – transforming the
sphere of (pre‐emergent) gas‐energy into a materialized (ultimatonic) Spiral form of charged particles.
Primary Nebula Transformation‐Metamorphosis (SE Point, Exhibit A)
57:2.4. 600,000,000,000 years ago the height of … energy‐mobilization period was
attained; the nebula had acquired its maximum of mass. At this time it was a gigantic
circular gas cloud in shape somewhat like a flattened spheroid. This was the early period
of differential mass formation …. Gravity and other influences were about to begin their
work of converting space gases into organized matter.
Gravitation begins to compress motion into visible, incandescent solids by pulling inward
while thrusting space outside of it to surround it. Radiation expands motion into invisible
vapors and gases by acquiring the inside position within solids and thrusting outward
from the inside of solids and letting space in on the inside. Motion compresses matter into
appearance, ‐‐and invisibility, as motion expands matter into disappearance. –Walter
Russell
The next 100 billion years thus began the centrifugal stage. The
enormous nebula began gradually to assume spiral form and became
clearly visible – it was materializing as the ultimatons aggregated into
electrons causing a condensation into storing the energy. The point of
attaining maximum mass happens at (1) the mid‐point of expansion
phase, (2) the end of being in the zone of compression, and (3) being at
the SE corner null‐point of cross‐over into the zone of expansion. From
that SE corner the contractive zone of influence sets in; the nebula
begins to contract. In the expansion zone, gravity control of the gaseous
content weakens, forcing a stage of gas escapement; the gas streams
forth as two arms on opposite sides of the mother mass.
57:3.5. The energy wheel grew until it attained maximum of expansion,
and then, when contraction set in, it whirled on faster until, eventually,
the critical centrifugal stage was reached and the great breakup began.

For the next 100 billion years, the nebula continued to whirl faster and faster, oblating its form into spiral
arm appearance within Orvonton as it encircled the central universe another 4 and 1/6 more times as the
great piston of creation breathed another 50 Paradise Cycles of respiration within 12 zones of compression‐
expansion. The increasing tension build‐up would result in the first birthing of suns.
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Secondary Nebula Phase: Birth of First Sun & Recapture of Nearby Stars
So now, after the triggering by the SE corner and a period of materializing into form, it was 500 billion years
ago. Orvonton was ending a Paradise Cycle expansion phase (from point #21, Exhibit A) while also in the
Havona zone of expansion; the critical centrifugal stage of gravita energy form was reached at mid‐point
#20 and the great breakup – nebula disintegration – began. The completion of the transformation to
materialization of the primary nebula phase actually began at the SE corner and marked by an event that
started the secondary nebula phase. It corresponded to happen at the end of the Paradise Cycle expansion
phase just as it neared the mid‐point turning to a phase of contraction: the first sun was born.
Critical Centrifugal Gravity Stage Reached: Breakup Begins (#20, Exhibit A)
57:3.6. 500,000,000,000 years ago the first Andronover sun was born. This blazing streak
broke away from the mother gravity grasp and tore out into space on an independent
adventure in the cosmos of creation. Its orbit was determined by its path of escape. Such
young suns quickly become spherical and start out on their long and eventful careers as
the stars of space. These escaping suns pass through varied periods of evolution and
subsequent universe service.
15:4.2. When this energy attains gravity‐responding levels, the power directors and their
associates of the superuniverse regime appear … to establish the manifold power circuits
and energy channels of the universes of time and space. Thus does physical matter appear
in space… the stage set for the inauguration of universe organization.

The centrifugal “unwinding” of the nebula and its first sun born at placement #20 occurred in a zone of
expansion at the end of an expansion phase in the Paradise Cycle. Of further interest is the fact that it
broke away from the gravity control of the nebula and tore out into space and is not a sun‐star born of the
primary nebula stage but a whirled star – born as the nebula went from gas to spiral form. But not to
worry; for this orphaned, independent first‐born sun‐star soon joined other stars in the vicinity some of
which were to become the first family assemblage of the Mother‐Sphere that would become Nebadon.
It should also be noted here that this particular placement #20 in the central universe orbit also
corresponds to 19.47 degrees north latitude, similar to point #8 when the Primary Nebula formed 800
billion years ago was at 19.47 degrees south latitude. These 19.47 degree placement points are addressed
later in a subsequent paper covering the Wave Geometry of the Void.
Another 100 billion years passed along with another 4 and 1/6 Orvonton orbits around the central universe
doing another 50 Paradise Cycles and 12 expansion‐contraction zones. Orvonton was at placement #16 in
the Havona cycle, in the zone of compression and ending an expansion phase and about to reach the mid‐
point to begin a new contractive Paradise Cycle respiration phase. In the going the nebula had been
gradually re‐condensing further, the sphere nucleus growing centripetally larger once again. The time was
right in this contraction‐compressive period to begin re‐claiming nearby stars:
Reclamation Period: Stars Recaptured (#16, Exhibit A)
57:3.7. 400,000,000,000 years ago began the recaptive period of the Andronover nebula.
Many of the near‐by and smaller suns were recaptured as a result of the gradual
enlargement and further condensation of the mother nucleus. Very soon there was
inaugurated the terminal phase of nebular condensation, the period which always
precedes the final segregation of these immense space aggregations of energy and
matter.
Note: It was in this period that Paradise Creator Son Michael chose this nebula.
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Secondary Nebula Reaches Transformation at the NW Corner: Christ Michael Aton Arrives
Trivia Question: How long has Nebadon Government Been in Operation? Answer: 300 billion years. 100
billion years previous to this epoch beginning at placement #16, our Creator Son of Paradise, Michael of
Nebadon, selected this disintegrating Mother‐Sphere as the site of his adventure in universe building. The
architectural worlds (spheres) of Salvington and the one hundred constellation headquarters groups of
planets were begun. It required almost one million years completing these clusters of specially created
worlds. The local system headquarters worlds (spheres) of Jerusem were constructed over a period
extending from that time to about five billion years ago – a period of roughly 395 billion years.
300 billion years passed since the nebula began it metamorphosis into materialized form at the SE Corner.
Orvonton was now at placement #12 in the Havona cycle, ending an expansion phase about to reach the
mid‐point to begin a new contractive Paradise Cycle respiration phase. This is one of the special four
corner points – the NW corner point, when the zone of compression enters null‐time at mid‐point passing
through a transient period of relative physical stability to turn to the zone of expansion. As you can see by
the following, a number of monumental events coincide with this all‐important event period:
CM ATON’s Staff Arrives on Salvington (#12, Exhibit A, NW Corner) – The Seed of Life
57:3.9. 300,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover solar circuits were well established and the nebular
system was passing through a transient period of relative physical stability. About this time the staff of
Michael arrived on Salvington, and the Uversa government of Orvonton extended physical recognition to the
local universe of Nebadon.
21:2.2.When a Creator Son departs from Paradise to embark upon the adventure of universe making, to
become the head—virtually the God—of the local universe of his own organization, then, for the first time, he
finds himself in intimate contact with, and in many respects dependent upon, the Third Source and Center.
The Infinite Spirit, though abiding with the Father and the Son at the center of all things, is destined to
function as the actual and effective helper of each Creator Son. Therefore is each Creator Son accompanied by
a Creative Daughter of the Infinite Spirit, that being who is destined to become the Divine Minister, the
Mother Spirit of the new local universe.
41:0.1.THE characteristic space phenomenon which sets off each local creation from all others is the presence
of the Creative Spirit. All Nebadon is certainly pervaded by the space presence of the Divine Minister of
Salvington, and such presence just as certainly terminates at the outer borders of our local universe. That
which is pervaded by our local universe Mother Spirit is Nebadon; that which extends beyond her space
presence is outside Nebadon, being the extra‐Nebadon space regions of the superuniverse of Orvonton—
other local universes.

Special events at this NW Four Corner placement included the previous Ancient of Days mandate 900
billion years ago calling for the decision for a new material creation, and 300 billion years ago with the
arrival of the staff of Michael on Salvington and with it, solar circuits installed and recognition by Uversa of
the new materialized local universe of Nebadon still in the making but now solidly stable in physical form.
It would certainly seem that the primary decision, solar encircuitment, Creator and Creative God
inhabitation and recognition of the now stable, evolving nebula were all pivotal events in the grand scheme
of corner‐turning points to say the least. Is there relative significance between these events and the fact
that they all happened on the NW four‐corner anchor point that also begins a contraction phase in an
expansion zone? This caused much thinking that there was also something else becoming apparent.
Stepping back to take a wider view of the pattern of events, a whole new vista started to open up; another
new discovery…the wide‐angle view showed a pattern of nebula events in the form of a hexagon around
Havona:
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The Highest Cycle‐Pattern Emerges – The Six Corners – The Seed of Life Cycle
The 600 Billion Year Seed of Life Cycle
The frequency of occurrence of nebula events in 6 equal segments of 100 billion years
each creates a perfect Hexagon (a cubeoctahedron in 3D), the basis for the Seed of
Life geometry – an evolutionary pattern of cyclical growth.
Since the decision to create the nebula 900 billion years ago, the pattern was
completed when CM Aton and staff inhabited Salvington 300 billion years ago – a 600
billion year Seed of Life cycle. The cycle started and ended on the NW mid‐point of a
Four Corners transformation event. But wait – there is another…
From the exact reflection point of nebula materialization that began 600 billion years
ago, the pattern ever continues; the present time marks the completion of a Seed of
Life Cycle that began when the nebula – Nebadon – materialized 600 B years ago.

A New Cosmic Philosophy: The Creation is a Seed of Life, a Breathing Organism
Perhaps if one were to develop a new cosmic philosophy towards cosmic consciousness it might very well
begin with the realization that the entirety of the Creation is in fact, a living organism. The Creation
functions with a mechanism likened to a heartbeat. The in‐breath out‐breath mechanism works similarly
with a pair of lungs for as the in‐out breaths of space occur space itself returns to, transmutates, only to
return later from what The Urantia Book refers to as Unpervaded Space. The Creation also has a neural
system of circuits that connect or encircuit all suns and other bodies similar to a nervous system. The
entire Creation is evolving in body and Personality as the Supreme Being, the facet of Deity that is the
Creation, for Space Respiration comes from the one that breathes.
Our science does not yet realize this truth which can be seen with a bit of humor by simply penetrating into
the so‐called bible of relativistic physics, Gravitation. In it, on page 719 The Expansion Factor of space is
described as the ever‐expanding result of the “Big Bang” which of course never happened:
The Expansion Factor, Page 719, Gravitation
“Inflation of a balloon covered with pennies as a model for the
expansion of the universe. Each Penny A may well consider itself to be
the center of the expansion because the distance from A to any
neighbor B or C increases the more and more remote that neighbor
was to begin with. The pennies themselves do not expand.” The
realization of “Who is this guy???” is ignored in Physics. Every action
must have an equal, opposite reaction in balance that happens
simultaneously in the correct, revised cosmic philosophy.
Since the birth of our sun, the Creation has now completed three
Paradise Cycles in 6 billion years. Pervaded space (the breath) has
reached its mid‐point and now begins to contract as Unpervaded
Space (the lungs) expand simultaneously thus always the law of
balance in every breath. Every Sphere within the confine of every Cube
within the Creation breathes. There are many factors, levels to
consider in the study of space respiration. For each nebula event,
attention must distinguish between the Paradise Cycle of space
motion, the zone‐cycle of influence, and whether the event happens
on the border of one of the four corners ‐‐ three influences to
interpret for each event. Another way to think of it is that space
respiration happens in the Cube/Undivided portion of the Creation
while the expansive‐contractive forces of the zone‐cycle happen in the
SPHERE/Divided portion of the Creation.
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Correlating Six Culminating Cycles by the Anchored Four Corners
After reviewing and inter‐relating the nebula events with the influences of the Paradise Cycle and the zone‐
cycle of influence at each respiration mid‐point within the central universe orbit, things began to make
more sense. I gained an appreciation for how many beings are at work at each step and phase and how
much actual creating takes place in such perfect sequence. It’s hard to even fathom the work and
experience it takes to create the 1,013,572 suns of Nebadon but if you want even a glimpse of what goes in
universe building, it’s a good place to start. Plus you’ll gain an understanding of motion and the fact that
there are always many cycles working in concert synchronously, together, that overlap and balance in such
a divine way that our methods of tracking time have always needed to be corrected. Celestial events are
driven by dynamic motion. We adjust time to reflect such motion. This is why there is such diversity of
civilization calendars to reflect necessary changes. Yet they all share three common characteristics:
1. The tracking to time cosmic events for the progressive evolution they potentially represent
2. The expected return, or re‐appearance of Deity who were never absent in the first place
3. The Four Corners, each distinctly different in influence, always anchoring the turning points
After careful analysis of the main evolutionary events that happened at each of the four corners during the
birthing of the Andronover Nebula it is not surprising to see the continued persistence of such events as
seen in the Great Cycle and Minor Cycle orbits only higher in influence and function. There are however,
differences in the flavor of the NW‐SE axis to the NE‐SW axis. All Four Corner events end an expansion
phase and begin a contractive respiration phase in the Paradise Cycle. What is the primary difference in
the zone‐cycles of influence? (1) The NW‐SE corners transition from compression to expansion; (2) the SW‐
NE corners do the opposite; they transition from expansion to compression. The following chart
summarizes each nebula event from inception to the birthing of the sun, highlighting how many times
Orvonton had circled Havona between each event, the type of Paradise Cycle mid‐point (“E” for Expanding,
“C” for Contracting), what the (Sphere) zone‐cycle of influence was in effect at the time, and each growth
stage. Four of the 5 four‐corner events revealed are highlighted below:
Summary of Nebula Activity – Refer to The Urantia Book Paper 57 – The Origin of Urantia
BCE
(B)
987

#Orbit‐
Cycles
Start‐3

Mid‐
Point
E

Sphere
Zone
C

Growth
Stage
Discovery

Event Action
Uversa Discovery

Space Respiration Mid‐Point Event
Associate Paradise Force Organizer (PFO) reports favorable conditions

900

3.6250

C

C‐E NW

Decision

Uversa Council

Orvonton Ancient of Days calls for the initiation of a new material creation

875

1.0417

E

E

Initiate

Force Organizer

Emergent Energy whirl started; eventually it grew into a vast cyclone of space.

800

3.1250

C

E

Primary

Gaseous Cloud

Andronover creation established as a space materialization begins taking place

700

4.1667

C

C

Primary

Whirling Faster

Reached maximum of diameter then continued to condense and contract

600

4.1667

C

C‐E SE

Primary

Ellipse Spheroid

height of energy‐mobilization; PAUSES, maximum Mass begins contracting

500

4.1667

C

E

Secondary

Spiral Form‐1Sun

Assumes FORM. Energy wheel grew, great breakup begins, first Sun born

400

4.1667

C

C

Secondary

Recapture

Terminal condensation begins; Michael choses Nebula; Salvington begins

300

4.1667

C

C‐E NW

Secondary

Solar Circuits

circuits established, period of stable FORM; Staff arrival & Uversa recognition

200

4.1667

C

E

Secondary

Contraction

Enormous heat; oldest planets born; Nebadon registered on Uversa

100

4.1667

C

C

Secondary

Max Tension

maximum gravity‐heat condensation tension reached, ending period begins

75

1.0417

E

C

Tertiary

Sun Birthing

Begin Sun dispersion

50

1.0417

C

C

Tertiary

End Birthing

period of sun dispersion completed; 876,926 suns born

25

1.0417

E

C

Tertiary

Cycle ends

organization and relative stabilization; contraction and heat continued

10

0.6250

C

E

Quartan

Cycle begins

critical point of condensation begins (Gas to Liquid) eruption in the making

8

0.0833

C

E

Quartan

Eruption

Cosmic upheaval; final disgorgement begins almost two billion years.

7

0.0417

E

E

Quartan

Sun Birthing

Birth of the larger suns and the apex of the local physical disturbances.

6

0.0417

C

E‐C SW

Quartan

End Birthing

Terminal breakup ends; birth of Sun; 136,702 suns born totaling 1,013,572
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Four‐Corner Nebula Event Summary
BCE
(B)
900

#Orbit‐
Cycles
3.6250

Mid‐
Point
C

Sphere
Zone
C‐E NW

Growth
Stage
Planning

Event Action
GO Decision

Space Respiration Mid‐Point Event
Orvonton Ancient of Days calls for the initiation of a new material creation

600

4.1667

C

C‐E SE

300

4.1667

C

C‐E NW

Primary

Materialization

Energy sphere mobilization; maximum Mass begins contracting, transformation

Secondary

Encircuitment

6

0.0417

C

E‐C SW

Quartan

circuits established, period of stable FORM; Staff arrival & Uversa recognition

Termination

0

0.0417

C

C‐E SE

Transition

Terminal breakup ends; birth of Sun; 136,702 suns born totaling 1,013,572

Soon to Happen

Interval of Non‐ or Null Time period to initiate a new universal era

Post‐Nebula Activity – Refer to The Urantia Book Paper 57 – The Origin of Urantia
BCE
(B)
5

#Orbit‐
Cycles
0.0417

Mid‐
Point
E

Sphere
Zone
C

Growth
Stage
Solar System

Event Action

Space Respiration Mid‐Point Event

Stable period

Monmatia isolated, a stable blazing orb; Angona begins pulling planets

4

0.0417

C

C

Planetary

Planets Form

Jupiter/Saturn systems condense; planets compacting, growing by accretion

3

0.0417

E

C

Embryonic

Growth Begins

Meteors; placed on registry of Nebadon and given its name, Monmatia.

2

0.0417

C

C

Growth

Accretion

1/5 then 2/3 its present size; atmosphere starts to form; volcanic age

1

0.0417

E

C

Urantia

First Ocean

placed upon the physical registries of Nebadon and given its name, Urantia

0

0.0417

C

C‐E SE

Transition

NULL‐TIME

Interval of Non‐ or Null Time period to initiate a new universal era

Comparing each event to the other is at first difficult to qualify for they are all important events. Still, when
you think about it there has to be events which are major “turning points” for a nebula has to “actualize” to
go from a state of primordial force to then a state of emergent energy, and finally to a materialized state of
universe power where it responds to gravity and is encircuited at the material level. Even though the
Primary Master Force Organizers of Paradise had long been in full control of the space‐energies which were
later organized as the Andronover nebula [57:1.2] nothing happens until the first key decision point to act
takes place. Let’s look at these five Four Corner events above asking how important was this event?
900 billion years ago the “GO decision” by the Ancient of Days to actually go forward with the creation was
made at the NW Corner point and allowed PFO’s to take that primordial energy of space potential, initiate
the whirl, and begin the emergent energy phase – the primary phase – which had to complete the energy‐
mobilization process by 600 billion years ago (12 ½ orbit cycles later) when it reached the other end of the
NW‐SE axis, the SE Corner, the next major turning point. From the SE Corner, the emergent energy phase
was completed and the transformation to materialization began; a process that would kick‐off the spiral
formation of the secondary nebula phase. By 300 billion years ago, the materialization was complete and
stable (12 ½ orbit cycles later), solar circuits installed and ready for spiritual government inhabitation by
Christ Michael and his consort as “the Father‐Son and the Spirit‐Mother of all the native creatures of
Nebadon”. So you see the decision point had to happen when it did for the next two major turning points
to occur on plan. By the SW corner point 6 billion years ago the nebula would finish with its final sun
dispersion victorious in the battle of heat over gravity and by the next SE corner point Orvonton would
return to complete the Seed of Life Cycle, where we are now.
This is where the Four Corners finally begin to confirm their importance as anchor points in the
evolutionary cycle but more importantly, to also see the difference in the energies between the NW‐SE axis
and the SW‐NE axis; they are clearly not of the same influence. The “noticing” came after seeing
similarities across all three cosmic cycles and seeing the nebula cycle of birth as a Seed of Life cycle, and
the fact of Power Control Creature assignment to each corner of each axis. Why then, in the Minor Cycle
Orbit, does only the one axis, the NW‐SE axis activate Lighted Ages and not the other? What can be said of
the SW‐NE axis? A few summaries and a side‐by‐side comparison will help to see the differences.
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The Six Culminating Cycle‐Patterns and Cycle Orbits at the SE Corner
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Seed of Life
600 billion years in multiple phases, certain ones trigger on the NW‐SE corners
Central Universe 24 billion years, Orvonton currently resides at the SE corner
Zone of Influence 6 billion years, a cycle of contraction‐expansion. SE corner enters expansion
Paradise Cycle
2 billion year cycle of space respiration. SE mid‐point begins contraction
Superuniverse
206 million years, Nebadon‐Urantia is at the SE corner of the Orvonton orbit
Local Universe
26,000 years, Urantia at Lighted Age SE corner of Alcyone Circuit

A Comparison of the NW‐SE axis and SW‐NE axis of the Four Corners
NW‐SE: Expansive Period
‐ Planetary Mortal Epochs
‐ Return of Celestials
‐ Spiritual Leadership
‐ New Life Forms Appear
‐ Racial Upliftment

SW‐NE: Contractive Period
‐ Expansion Zone Ends
‐ Conflict, Wars, Darkness
‐ Racial Exodus, Extinctions
‐ Teaching for Upliftment
‐ Life‐Form Transformation

NW‐SE: Expansive Period
‐ Contractive Zone Ends
‐ Return of Celestials
‐ New “Seeded” Life Appears
‐ Life Flourishes & Evolves
‐ The Present Period

SW‐NE: Contractive Period
‐ Expansion Zone Ends
‐ Sudden Extinction: Catastrophe
‐ Stability: Planet Seeded
‐ Sudden Species Transmutation
‐ Extinct: Reptilian‐Saurian

NW‐SE: Expansive Period
‐ Contractive Zone Ends
‐ Decision for Material Creation
‐ Energy Transformation
‐ Solar Encircuitment
‐ Spiritual Inhabitation

SW‐NE: Contractive Period
‐ Expansion Zone Ends
‐ Termination of Nebula
‐ Sun Births, Birth of Sun
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Four‐Corner Zone‐Cycle of Influence: An Interval of Null‐Time on Every Turn
Attribute Summary of Expansive‐Contractive Period Events
NW‐SE: Expansive Periods
SW‐NE: Contractive Periods
‐ Decision for Material Creation
‐ Energy Transformation
‐ Solar Encircuitment
‐ New “Seeded” Life Forms Appear
‐ Spiritual Inhabitation
‐ Return of Celestials
‐ Planetary Mortal Epochs
‐ Extinction: Natural Cause (Heat)
‐ Life Flourishes & Evolves
‐ Spiritual Leadership Teaching
‐ Racial (DNA) Upliftment

‐ Termination of Nebula
‐ Sun Births, Birth of Sun
‐ Stability: Planet Seeded
‐ Existing Life‐Form Transmutation
‐ Extinction: Natural Cause (Cold)
‐ Extinction: Catastrophe by Asteroid
‐ Extinction: Reptilian‐Saurian
‐ Conflict, Wars, Darkness
‐ Racial Exodus, Extinctions
‐ Teaching for Upliftment, pre/post conflict

Paradise Cycle of Space Respiration: An Interval of Null‐Time on Every Turn
What Happens at the Contraction Phase Point: Expansive Events End, Contractive Events Begin
1. Cosmic upheaval begins – 8, birth of larger Suns – 7
2. Cycles Begin: Primary – 800, Secondary Spiral – 600, Quartan dispersion – 10, eruption – 8
3. Cycles Complete: Primary – 600, Secondary – 100, First Tertiary dispersal Period 50, Quartan ‐ 6
4. Birth of Suns/dispersed – Secondary 500 (1), Tertiary – 50 (876,926) & Quartan – 6 (136,702),
5. Planetary Structure form/organize – 8, 4, oldest planet – 200
6. Universe mechanism begins to function – 200 Uversa registered
7. Solar Circuits (mechanism) established – 300
8. Maximum tension reached – 100, Heat/Pressure – 10, Mass – 600, Volcanic Pressure – 2
9. Condense/Contract – 700, 200, Recaptive – 400, Planets Form – 4
10. Periods of Stability –300, 200
What Happens at the Expansion Phase Point: Contractive Events End, Expansive Events Begin
1. Birth of Nebula Sphere initiated – 875
2. Life Initiated Era begins (History of) Urantia – 1
3. APEX PEAK = Start of first Tertiary Sun dispersion – 75
4. APEX PEAK of Quartan terminal breakup – 7
5. Expansion/Growth by accretion, both Sun and Planets – 5, 3
6. Recordings‐Registrations: Monmatia – 3, Urantia – 1, Assigned to Satania – 1
7. Cycle‐Phase ends: Tertiary Settling Stability Achieved – 25, Sun – 5, Urantia Crust/First Ocean – 1
8. Angona invasion, Monmatia expands, pulls planets from Sun – 5
What can be said of the NW‐SE and SW‐NE axis? At an energetic level one primary difference is that the
NW‐SE axis has the expansive zone of influence behind it seen in the quality of evolutionary events, both
physical and spiritual including the Lighted Ages. On the other hand, the SW‐NE axis enters a contractive‐
compressive zone of influence, a sort of increased tension effect that reaches a low‐point before heading
back to an expansive phase. Thus can be seen reflected by “not so lighted” times such as wars and conflict,
tension‐induced species metamorphosis, and two catastrophic extinction events by asteroid impact.
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The Seed of Life: the Source behind the Endless Cycles of the Divine Plan
It was not until the recognition of the unmistakable Seed of Life cycle‐pattern that the higher meanings
were realized; seeing the cycle‐patterns at the Central Universe level and the orbit cycles at the
Superuniverse level all lined up, correlated and visualized as progressive attainment gave perspective. The
Seed of Life shows the Father‐Mother influences behind the Paradise Trinity behind overall functioning at
every event and level. The Cycle itself IS the Paradise Trinity functioning in co‐ordinate balance for many
phases that can be identified.
These are but the first of many Seed of Life relationships observed
in the highest meaning of all cycles to date. Each point a birthing
event of sorts; Father‐Mother and Trinity functioning. This is
further explored in a subsequent series on Evolution.
900‐600‐300: Seed of Life Cycle begins. The Ancient of Days calls for a
material creation, reaching completion at the materialization phase,
then on to inhabitation phase by Creator Son and Creative Mother.
800‐500‐200: Think Father‐Mother spiral. From Primary emergent
energy phase to Secondary gravita phase – birth of the first Sun, then to
when Nebadon is fully functioning and the oldest Planets are born.
700‐400‐100: From “all material bequeathed to subsequent creations”
held within the confines of the space wheel, to the recaptive period of
the gradual enlargement and further condensation of the mother
nucleus, to final maximum heat‐tension ending the Secondary phase.
600‐300‐0 (Now): From space materialization to Creator Son/Creative
Mother inhabitation, to now, the culmination of the Seed of Life as THE
endless cycle of the Divine Plan. The culmination now is an actualized‐
realization point from which a new Nebadon is soon to commence.

Another way to view the Seed of Life relationships is by the
Father‐Mother polarity, the Paradise Trinity functioning in two
simultaneous roles, five phases of balanced evolutionary intent:
900‐700‐500‐300‐100: Father as Infinite Controller
From decision to create, to bequeathing the sphere of all material
towards subsequent creations, to initiation of the early spiral
(Secondary) phase of materialization marked by birth of the first Sun,
then on to Creator Son inhabitation, and to final maximum heat‐tension
ending the Secondary phase.

800‐600‐400‐200‐Now: Father (Mother) as Infinite Upholder
From Primary, Pre‐emergent Segregata Sphere to materialized Ultimata
sphere, to recaptive gravita phase of the Mother‐nucleus (Michael’s
decision and also selection of his consort), to Nebadon functioning to
birth the earliest planets, to the rebirthing at the current time, a
completion point in the Seed of Life cycle.
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Confirmation by Current Events
Returning to current events, all of the cycles together can be confirmed by properly interpreting recent
crop circles with the energy surge that occurred on Jan 3, 2013. Consider the following:
Sept 23, 2012 – Mexico This event happened on the Vernal
Equinox. Pervaded Space is now contracting ending an expansion
phase that started the history of Urantia one billion years ago, one
of six events now culminating at the SE corner. This imprint clearly
depicts the In‐Breath phase of space respiration which many
interpret to be an angel with wings. The raised grass inside the
circle and the 16 triangles outside the circle pointing inward shows
the significant 16 or 24 as in Father‐Mother influence on all Four
Corners behind the activating energy of each. Overall it’s an “alert”
of the turning of both Four Corner and Space Respiration inward.
Oct 14, 2012 – U.K. 21 days after the Sep 23 event this one
appeared. Notice the same Pervaded Space pattern in the raised
grass around the imprint of this crop circle – Unpervaded space
turning outward. Unpervaded Space (the lungs) is now expanding,
“just now coming in” [11:7.1], the equal and balanced opposite of
what Pervaded Space does. The imprint‐pattern expanded way
beyond the circle of Pervaded space shows how Pervaded space
returns in from the bottom (think 3D) of Nether Paradise,
transmutes into unpervadable space, now expanding outward.
Nov 23, 2012 – Australia 40 days later this one appeared. This crop
circle depicts the 3‐cycle alignment (upper‐left), the Seed of Life
cycle completion of all 6 cycles. But what of the two circles to the
lower‐right? The beginning of many “activations” to come is
revealed on Jan 3 (see below) by the energy surge that came in.
But what is the source of the activating energy? The Seed of Life
“key” is seen turning to click‐in the final cycle but from whence
does the energy come from? The answer, the “source” is in the
Oct 13 event (see below) that occurred in Brazil.
Jan 3, 2013 – Giant Magnetized Outflows from the Centre of the
Milky Way 40 days later this monumental event happened. A
huge emission of two giant, linearly‐polarized Cosmic (Gamma) Ray
Lobes at 2.3 to 23 GHz wave frequency, containing three ridge‐like
sub‐structures in the galactic direction of NW, SW, and NE. Why
was there no SE direction? Ah, but there was. Scientists reported
the cause was a by‐product of the birth of new stars. Really? This
event could only have come in from Unpervaded Space emanating
from galactic center to enliven the entire magnetic “Sphere” or
galactic halo of Orvonton. Your house has one source of power
that distributes to all circuits within. The same simple law applies
to the Milky Way; when more power comes in it enlivens ALL circuits as in the 8‐star grid and you’re IN IT!
And it’s in you…
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Oct 13, 2012 – Brazil 20 days after the “alert” given on Sep 23 (see above) this artist’ rendition is of a crop
circle that occurred in Ipuacu, Brazil. Notice the title of these papers…the completion of 30 great cycle
orbits. What this crop circle depicts brings the other previous three together to say: You have completed
30 orbits and are now at the Four‐Corner turning point of all 6 cycles completing the Seed of Life cycle. The
energy surge on Jan 3 comes from Paradise Isle, brought in by the Paradise Trinity functioning as “the only
Deity that embraces infinity”. The energy came by way of Unpervaded space into Pervaded space from
Orvonton center, the Milky Way “energies” enlivening as one of a series of activations to come.

A Summary of Appreciation
Well that finally wraps up the work that began a year ago as the study of one Endless Cycle that developed
into three papers of discovery of truth and the realizing of the culminating completion of six cycles. There
is no exact date except to know we are in the window now, the stream of increasing energy that continues
to build toward the moment of transition which remains under Deity control as to the exact moment.
What an exciting time this is, a special time, yours to sense and use, to hold and allow it to help in your
personal progression toward doing your work of choice and to use your Mind to evolve. To do the work of
your choice in every moment for the time remaining in this ultimate cycle is gifted for your personal
experience in your own personal cycle of becoming. Always do the higher powers maintain a perfect Divine
Plan of progressive attainment and are here to work with you should you so allow. No calendar can ever
adequately predict by our limited methods of time. Finally, this, from The Urantia Book:
42:11.2.Mechanisms do not absolutely dominate the total creation; the universe of universes in toto is mind
planned, mind made, and mind administered. But the divine mechanism of the universe of universes is
altogether too perfect for the scientific methods of the finite mind of man to discern even a trace of the
dominance of the infinite mind. For this creating, controlling, and upholding mind is neither material mind nor
creature mind; it is spirit‐mind functioning on and from creator levels of divine reality.
42:11.3.The ability to discern and discover mind in universe mechanisms depends entirely on the ability,
scope, and capacity of the investigating mind engaged in such a task of observation. Time‐space minds,
organized out of the energies of time and space, are subject to the mechanisms of time and space.
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As for the cycles and energy patterns themselves, there was much to be gained by way of the sciences,
philosophy, and spirituality that could have only led to a personal religious experience of insight gained
from this experience in higher understanding. I simply did the work that I saw needed to be done and went
with it and it kept coming as a revelation‐a‐day. It is my hope that this material helps others to understand
the knowledge I gained from standing on the shoulders of giants. I wish to thank the many wonderful
people in the AH Forum for the lively dialog, the shared experiences of inspiration and for the contributions
that each one makes, or will make, toward providing a service to all for the benefit from higher
understanding and wisdom.
May you grow in perfection and character toward your personal destiny.
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